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DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF THEODORE S. MOTZKIN 
This paper deals with the following problem posed by Professor T. S. Motzkin: 
Suppose M is a given set of positive integers. How dense can a set S of positive 
integers be, if no two elements of S are allowed to differ by an element of M? 
The problem is solved for / MI < 2, and some partial results are obtained 
in the general case. 
I. INTR~OUCTION 
If S is any set of positive integers, we denote by S(x) the number of 
elements n E S such that n < x. As usual we define the upper and lower 
densities of S (denoted by 8(S) and s(S), respectively) by 
S(S) = p& S(x)/x, S(S) = b S(x)/x. 
X+x 
If g(S) = s(S), we denote the common value by 6(S), and say that S has 
density S(S). 
Now let A4 be a given non-empty set of positive integers. We consider 
sets S of positive integers with the property that, if a, b ES, then a - b $ IV. 
Such sets S will be called M-sets in this paper. The late Professor 
T. S. Motzkin [1] posed the problem of determining the quantity 
P(M) = Sip %S), (1) 
where the sup is taken with respect to the class of all M-sets S. In this 
paper we will solve the problem in the case in which 1 A4 I < 2, and 
obtain some partial results in the general case. 
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2. SOME GENERAL THEOREMS CONCERNING p(M) 
We begin by establishing a lower bound for p(M). 
THEOREM 1. Let M = {m, , m3 , m3 ,... $, and let c and m he positive 
integers such that (c, m) = I. Put 
d = nyn 1 crnk lrn, 
where I x jm denotes the absolute value of the absolutely least remainder 
of x (mod m). Then p(M) > d/m. 
Proof: Consider the set 
d-l 
S = u (n 1 CIZ = r(mod m):. 
I.=0 
We assert that, if a, b ES, then a - b $ M. For let ca = q,m + rl and 
cb = q2m + r2 , where 0 < rl , r2 < d. Then, if a - b E M, we have 
c(a - b) = (ql - q2)m + (rl - r2) = cmk 
for some k. Reading modulo m we obtain 
r1 - r, = cmk (mod m). 
But since rl and r2 both lie in the interval [O, d), we have 
I r1 - r21 -cd< /cmkimr 
a contradiction. Thus S is an M-set. Clearly every interval [vm, (V + 1)m) 
(V = I, 2,...) contains exactly d elements of S. From this it follows that 
the density of S exists and is equal to d/m. Hence p(M) >, s(S) = d/m, 
and the proof is complete. 
The next theorem reduces the problem to the case in which the elements 
of M are relatively prime. 
THEOREM 2. Let Ml = {ml , m2 ,... } and M, = {dml , dm, ,... }, where d 
is a positive integer. Then p(MJ = p(Mz). 
Proof. (i) Let S be any M,-set. We can write S as a disjoint 
union S = So V S, W ..’ S,-, , where Si = {a E S / a = i (mod d)}. Let 
Ti = ((a - i)/d / a E S,}, and suppose that two elements of Ti differ by 
an element of MI . Then (a - i)/d - (b ~ i)/d = mb , where mk E MI . 
This gives a - b = dmk E M, , a contradiction. Thus the sets Ti are 
MI-sets, and hence 8(Ti) < p(M,), from which it follows immediately that 
s(S) < p(Ml)/d. Summing over i we obtain s(S) < ~~~~ s(S) < &MI). 
Passing to the sup, this gives p(M,) < p(M,). 
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(ii) Suppose S is any M,-set. Let T = {da + r 1 a ES, 0 < r < d}. 
It is trivial to verify that 8(r) = 8(S). Now suppose the difference of 
two elements of T lies in M, , say A + rl - (db + r2) = dmk . Then 
r1 - r2 = 0 (mod d), and, since 0 < r1 , r2 < d, we have r1 = r2 . Then 
da-db =dmk, and so a - b = mL , a contradiction. Thus T is an 
M,-set, and hence 8(S) = 8(T) < p(Mz). Passing to the sup, we obtain 
p(M,) .G p(M3), completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. THE CASE j A4 1 < 2 
We are now in a position to determine p(M) whenever j M 1 < 2. This 
is accomplished by the next two theorems: 
THEOREM 3. 1’1 M / = I, then p(M) = l/2. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, it suffices to consider the case M = (1). Here 
the M-sets S are simply those which contain no two consecutive integers. 
It is clear that for any such set S, 8(S) < l/2. On the other hand, the 
example S = (1, 3, 5,...} shows that equality can hold, and so p(M) = l/2. 
THEOREM 4. Let A4 = {m, , m,}, where (m, , m,) = I. Then 
[ 
ml + m, 
P(M) = 2 1 
4 + m2 ’ 
Proof. (i) Consider first the case in which ~77~ and in, are both odd. 
Clearly p(M) < p({m,}) = l/2. On the other hand, the set S of all even 
integers has no differences in M, and 6(S) = l/2. Combining these remarks, 
we see that 
[ 
ml + m2 --__ 
p(M) = l/2 = - 2 
I 
ml + in2 ’ 
(ii) Suppose that m, and m2 are of opposite parities. In Theorem 1, 
we choose m = m, + m, . It is then easily verified that (mz - m, , m) = 1, 
and so the congruence (mz - m&z = 1 (mod m) has a solution. We choose 
this for the value of c in Theorem 1. From the two congruences 
cmg - cm, 3 1 (mod m) and cnzz + cnzl = 0 (mod m), it follows at once 
that 2cm, = 1 (mod m) and 2cm, = -1 (mod m). Hence 
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so that 
I cm1 Im = I cm2 Im = 
ml f m2 - 1 
2 
By Theorem 1, we have 
pL(M) > “;(’ yr)l) = [ m1 ; ““1 ml 2 ml + m2 
To obtain the opposite inequality, let S be any (m, , m&set. It is evidently 
sufficient to prove that any interval I of m, + m2 consecutive integers 
can contain at most (m, + m2 - I)/2 elements of S. Since the requirement 
on S involves only differences of its elements, and is therefore invariant 
under translation, we can assume without loss of generality that 
Z = [I, m, + m2]. Now assume that Z contains at least (m, + m2 + 1)/2 
elements of S. Suppose for definiteness that m1 < m2 . We can write Z as 
the disjoint union of the sets (1, m2 + 11, (2, m2 + 2) ,..., {m, , m2 + m,], 
and {m, + 1, m2 + 2,..., m2}. Clearly S can contain at most one element 
of each of the m, pairs {i, ~72, + i} (1 < i < m,), and therefore S must 
contain at least 
ml + m2 + 1 _ m _ in2 - m, + 1 
2 1 2 
elements of the set A = {m, + 1, m2 + 2,..., mz}. Similarly, we can write 
Z={m,-mm,+1,m2+l}U{m2-mm,+2,m2+2}U~~~ 
U {m2, m2 + ml> U (1, L.., m2 - ml>. 
Each of the m, pairs {i, i + m,} (where m, - m, + 1 < i < m2) contains 
at most one element of S, and therefore the set B = (1, 2,..., m2 - m,} 
contains at least (mt - m, + 1)/2 elements of S. Since 1 A 1 = I B ) = 
m2 - ml, itfollowsthatISnAI>+]BlandISnBI>+jBI.Now 
the function v(i) = i - ml is a bijective mapping of A onto B, and so 
y(S n A) is a subset of B with cardinality greater than 4 1 B I. Since 
S n B also has cardinality greater than 4 / B 1, the intersection 
F(S n A) n (S n B) is non-empty. This means that there is an element 
i E S such that cp(i) = i - ml E S, a contradiction. Since our assumption 
that 
ml + m2 + 1 
lWW3 2 
has led to a contradiction, we have 
ml + m2 - 1 
1zf-W G 2 , 
and the proof is complete. 
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When 1 M 1 > 3, Motzkin’s problem is still unsolved in general, 
although we have worked out the answer in some special cases, including 
some infinite families. From Theorem 1, we obtain the inequality 
p(M) 3 sup -!- rnp 1 cmk Im. 
hh m 
In all cases in which the elements of M are relatively prime and 6(M) has 
been computed, equality holds. One might therefore be tempted to 
conjecture that equality holds whenever the elements of M are relatively 
prime. 
4. THE CASE 1 A4 1 < co. 
We begin by introducing some further terminology. A set S of positive 
integers will be called periodic if its characteristic function xs is periodic, 
and the period of xs will be called the period of S. It is easily seen that 
every periodic set S has a density S(S). We are now in a position to state 
the principal result of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Let A4 be a jinite set of positive integers, whose largest 
element is n. Then there exists a periodic M-set S of period p < 2n such 
that p(M) = 6(S). 
Proof. Let E be any given positive real number. By the definition of 
p(M), there is an M-set S with 8(S) > p(M) - E. By the definition of 8(S), 
there is an integer x > n/c such that S(x) > (8(S) - 6)~. We define 
a set T of positive integers by means of the following three conditions. 
(i) The elements of T n [I, x] are the same as those of S n [I, x]. 
(ii) The integers x + 1, x + 2,..., x + n are not in T. 
(iii) T is periodic with period x + n. 
It is trivial to verify that T is an M-set. Moreover, if k is any positive 
integer, 
T(k(x + n)) = kS(x) 
> k@(S) - E)X 
Hence 
> k(8(S) - E)(X + n) - kn. 
T(k(x + n))/k(x + n) > s(S) - E - % 
> T;(S) - E - 2 > S(S) - 26. 
58=/14/3-2 
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From this it follows that 
Therefore 
S(T) 2 S(S) - 2E > p(M) - 3.5. 
p(M) = SUP W), 
T  
(4) 
where T runs through all periodic M-sets. 
Now let T be such a set, and suppose that the period p of T satisfies 
p > 2”. For each i with 1 < i < p, form the vector 
vi = (XT(i), XT@ + l>>..., x7-G + n - I)), 
where xT is the characteristic function of T. The vectors vi have n compo- 
nents, each either 0 or 1. Since the total number of distinct vectors of this 
form is 2”, and since p > 2”, we must have Vi = vj for some pair i, j 
satisfying 1 ,< i < ,j < p. If CR1 Q.(V) = a, then clearly 6(T) = a/p. By 
periodicity, 
1CD j-1 i+u 
a = c XT(V) = c XT(V) + c XT.(V). 
“;=i “=i t,=j 
Hence either 
i + p : i + 1 ‘g XT(V) 3 WY. 
Y--3 
There is no loss of generality in supposing that 
since this can always be achieved by replacing T by a suitable translate, 
which does not affect the value of S(T). We now define a new set T’ by 
means of the following two conditions. 
(i) xr,(v) = xT(v + i - 1) for 1 < v < j - i. 
(ii) T’ is periodic with period j - i. 
It is easily checked that T’ is an M-set. Moreover, 
j-i i-i 
,C, XT+) = vz XT(V + i - 1) 
i-1 
= zf ~d1-4 3 W)(j - 9. 
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Hence 
S(T’) = & g! x&J) 3 S(T). 
“-1 
Since 1 < i < j <p, we have j ~ i < p - 1. Thus to every periodic 
M-set T of period p > 2” we have associated a periodic M-set T’ of 
period less than p such that 6(T’) > S(T). Repeating this process a finite 
number of times, we can associate to every periodic M-set T of period 
p > 2” a periodic M-set U of period <2”, such that 6(U) 3 6(T). It 
therefore follows from Eq. (4) that 
where U runs through all periodic M-sets of period <2”. Clearly there 
are only a finite number of such sets U, and hence there is a periodic 
M-set S of period p < 2”, such that p(M) = S(S). This completes the 
proof. 
We note that, if 1 M 1 > 2, then not all n-dimensional vectors with 
components 0 or 1 can actually arise as the vectors oi occurring in the 
proof of Theorem 5. Using this observation, one can replace the inequality 
p < 2” by p < 01 . 2” (for I M 1 > 2) where a! is a constant less than 
unity. Actually, the numerical evidence thus far obtained suggests that, 
if I M j 3 2, there is a periodic M-set S with p(M) = S(S), such that the 
period p of S divides the sum of two elements of M, and therefore satisfies 
p < 2rz - 1. The determination of the correct order of magnitude of p 
is an interesting and as yet unsolved problem. 
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